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The enhancements below may be added to our Gold or Silver Medal show packages.  
Please contact us for current pricing and availability. 

Fireworks 
Add the thrill of fireworks to your show, choreographed to the music and incorporated in a spectacular grand finale. Fireworks 
are subject to weather conditions. This enhancement will really take your event to the ‘over the top’ status. You can pick one of 
our preset fireworks packages or customize your own.

Branding the Show
We can put your logo on our athletes and the jumps to give you the best possible branding opportunity.  We produce custom 
banners that hang from the takeoff points of all four of the jumps for maximum exposure. We can customize bibs for our 
athletes to wear, putting your name on our Olympians, World Champions and future stars of the sport. (Minimum 6 weeks 
preparation time needed).

Trampoline Show  
Incorporate our trampoline show into your event at the Utah Olympic Park or another venue during your stay! This high-flying 
show includes Olympic trampolinists and skiers performing routines on trampolines that will blow you away. These athletes fly 
25 feet in the air performing tricks with skis and snowboards.

Olympic Medalist and World Champion Appearances 
Flying Ace Productions works with many popular Olympic Athletes who can come speak and appear at your function. These 
Olympic champions will speak to your group on topics related to their Olympic experiences. They will also bring their Olympic 
medals for guests to see and touch while they interact with your guests after the show. 

CEO Jump  
Your illustrious leader, or whomever you choose, can actually be part of your show by taking a jump! Well...maybe...here’s the 
catch: We parade your chosen one (outfitted in full jumping gear) in front of the crowd, then up the steps to the top of the jump 
where a stunt double is waiting. Your guests’ hearts will skip a beat as they watch your VIP flounder at the top before getting 
huge air. This has been known to fool colleagues for weeks!!

Concert Lighting 
This element adds another dimension to the performance, increasing drama and creating a party atmosphere. We can even add 
the use of projected images and laser light effects.
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